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The access to the system of External identities is available at https://pristupy.sukl.cz, select option 

„Portal of external identities“. Currently the restricted functionality of the system enables only to 

generate and download new communication certificates. 

The initial form provides access registration of the entity to the system. The form highlights access 

data that can be used for access.  

 

To provide further functionalities within the system, the entity must be signed in the system of 

External identities. Select the desired entity (type of application) from the drop down and enter user 

name. Once the user name is entered, confirmation icon  appears, which proves that the entity 

has been identified in the system. Should the entity not be found in the system (the confirmation 

icon does not appear), it is necessary to contact SUKL representative (send an email to 

pristup@sukl.cz).  

https://pristupy.sukl.cz/
mailto:pristup@sukl.cz


For login type „Portal“ the  only accepted password is the password to the original portal 

identity.sukl.cz. For this access it is not possible to use the password of the service. The service 

password  can be entered for login type „Distributor“, possibly „Healthcare facility“. For 

„pharmacy“ all changed access data are accepted, i.e. VPN account „xxxxxxxxxxx-1”, Application 

account (Sonic)  “xxxxxxxxxx-2” and “ www account “xxxxxxxxxx-3”.  

Once the correct password is entered and option „přihlásit“ (Log in) is selected, the following screen 

appears: 

 

The company ID and other information on the applicant,  that were recorded into the system of 

External identities are displayed in the form. Should this information be inaccurate, it is necessary 

to contact SUKL (by email at pristup@sukl.cz, under the subject ”Incorrect EI data ID xxxxxxx”, where 

xxxxxx will be replaced by the identification number.) 

mailto:pristup@sukl.cz


The user is allowed to generate the communication certificate via this form. Primarily, it is possible 

to select the option to generate one certificate covering all working sites or the option to generate 

unique communication certificate for each particular working site. It needs to be highlighted, that the 

combination of both options is not possible (e.g. the user cannot generate 1 certificate for 3 sites and 

another certificate for other 5 sites). In case the user wishes to change the way of generating 

communication certificate, it is necessary to tag all certificates for all sites as invalid and have a new 

communication certificate generated.  

Each certificate is secured by access password meeting all necessary security requirements (needs to 

contain at least 8 figures, small and capital letters and numerals. It is not recommended to use 

diacritics.). Once a secure password is entered (the password is marked by the green confirmation 

icon) and the repeatedly entered password is identical (marked by the confirmation icon), it is 

possible to click “Generovat” (Generate) for all sites at a time. The system of External identities starts 

to generate the certificates immediately (for each site the text “Generuji” (Generating) appears in 

the column “Cerficate”). This service is not synchronised, thus the exact time to generate all 

certificates cannot be exactly determined. We recommend to terminate the process at the phase of 

generating and to try again approximately an hour later. The impatient ones can continue in the 

process approximately a minute later and verify if the process of certificate generating has been 

finalised by clicking “Aktualizovat” (Update). It is highly not recommended to click “Aktualizovat” 

immediately after initiating the process of certificate generating or to click “Aktualizovat” repeatedly 

in short time intervals. As it has been already mentioned, the service is not synchronised and the 

process of certificate generating might be significantly slowed down.  

Once the process of certificate generating is finalised, the form is displayed as follows: 

 



 

In case the option “Generate common certificate for all working sites of the provider for the type of 

activity” was selected, it is possible to download the certificates according to the type of activity. 

Otherwise, it is necessary to download certificate for each working site separately. The entered 

password is valid for all certificates generated this way. 
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